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Introduction

The tribosphenic, primitive mammalian molar is
characterised by a cingulum, a ridge of enamel
encircling the entire base of the crown. Early pri-
mates retained a full cingulum on the maxillary
molars, such as in Pelycodus and Tetonius homun-

culus from the early Eocene. The mandibular molar
cingulum in these primates is less complete and
often appears as a ridge of enamel only on the labial
surface (e.g. Pelycodus, and Northarctus). In other
early primates, the cingulum is reduced to a rem-
nant feature on the lingual side of maxillary molars,
especially on the mesiolingual aspect (e.g. Lepta-
dapis and Absarokius). Lingual cingula on the max-
illary molars of the Oligocene Aegyptopithecus and
other primates are shown in Fig. 1. In general, the
fossil evidence shows that the cingulum reduced
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Summary Primitive mammalian molar morphology is characterised in part by a ridge
of enamel that encircles the entire base of the molar crown, the cingulum. Many higher
primates have reduced the cingulum, but often retain remnant features on the lingual
surface of maxillary molars and the labial surface of mandibular molars. Two of these
remnants in cercopithecoid primates, the interconulus and interconulid, are morpho-
logically similar though the interconulus is found on maxillary molars and the inter-
conulid is located on mandibular molars.

Here we present results from a quantitative genetic analysis of expression of these
two traits in a sample of 479 modern savannah baboons from the Southwest Foundation
for Biomedical Research (SFBR). We found that both traits are significantly heritable
with little variance attributable to other factors, such as sex, age, and molar crown
size. Bivariate analyses yielded point estimates for genetic correlations between left
and right side expression that are either equal to or not significantly different from 1.0;
meaning that 100% of their additive genetic variance is due to the effects of the same
gene or suite of genes. By contrast, our estimates of the genetic correlations between
maxillary and mandibular expression of this trait range from 0.52 to 0.72, suggesting
that 28—52% of the additive genetic variance in the interconulus and interconulid is due
to the effects of shared genes. These results demonstrate that intra-arch expression is
characterised by complete pleiotropy whereas inter-arch expression is caused by
incomplete pleiotropy. These results are relevant to dental developmental studies
as well as paleontological analyses of the evolution of the primate dentition.
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over time, resulting in differentially expressed rem-
nants on the labial surface of mandibular molars and
lingual surface of maxillary molars.1

In extant primates, the most complete cingular
remnants are found in the prosimians, such as the
labial remnants on maxillary and mandibular molars
of Ptilocercus (a tree shrew), Galago and Arctoce-
bus, and the lingual cingulum on maxillary molars of
Lemur catta and Hapalemur griseus.2 Compared to
the prosimians, the cingulum is all but lost in many
modern anthropoids. However the ancillary fea-
tures that sometimes flank the outer edges of
anthropoid molar crowns are considered to be rem-
nants of the primitive cingulum.3—5 These remnant
features include the parastyle, protostyle, Carabel-
li’s cusp in humans, mesostyle, and interconulus of
maxillary molars, and protostylid and interconulid
of the mandibular molars.3,4,6—9 Similar to what is
seen for the cingulum in the fossil record and in the
prosimians, the cingular remnants in anthropoids
are typically found most strongly expressed on the
lingual side of maxillary molars and on the labial
surface of mandibular molars.

The cingulum and its remnants may be a func-
tional adaptation. James2 suggested that its role is

to protect the gums during mastication. Others
proposed that the cingulum adds strength to the
molar crown when crushing hard food objects.10,11

Delson12 argued that the cingulum was incorporated
into the wall of some primate molars, creating the
marked molar basal flare in some taxa, strengthen-
ing the crown during chewing. Similarly, Mizogu-
chi13 proposed that Carabelli’s cusp, a human
cingular remnant, acts to resist excessive biome-
chanical stresses in labiolingually narrow molars.
Carabelli’s cusp has also been suggested to increase
molar surface area thereby counteracting heavy
attrition in microdontic populations.14 Clearly, a
wide range of adaptive explanations have been
offered for the presence of a cingulum and cingular
remnants. Unfortunately though, these explana-
tions remain speculative until we understand more
about the genetic and developmental processes
that result in the presence or absence of a complete
cingulum, its remnants, and the genetic and devel-
opmental relationship between maxillary and man-
dibular expression.

Much research has recently been undertaken to
investigate the genetic mechanisms underlying pat-
terning across the dental arcade (e.g.15—17) and of
cusps on the same crown.18—20 See Zhao et al.21 and
Peters and Balling22 for more complete reviews of
our current understanding of tooth development.
These developmental studies suggest that cingula
and cingular remnants may result from the pattern-
ing mechanism that establishes the overall cusp
arrangement. However, despite the vast amount of
work done to better understand cusp patterning,
virtually no research has yet focused on the devel-
opment of the cingulum or its supposed deriva-
tives. Questions concerning the genetic and
developmental processes underlying cingular rem-
nants need to be addressed before confidence can
be placed in any adaptive or phylogenetic infer-
ence from their variation. Additionally, we need
to understand the genetic relationship between
maxillary and mandibular traits that are morpho-
logically similar–—are they also developmentally
homologous?

This paper presents the results of quantitative
genetic analyses to estimate the genetic contribu-
tions to variation in expression of two cingular
remnants (the interconulus and interconulid) in
modern baboons. Given the serial, repetitive nature
of the dentition, we expect that teeth along the
tooth row will share most, if not all genetic con-
tributions to their variation. The relationship
between the maxillary and mandibular genetic
patterning mechanisms is virtually unknown, and
therefore the first empirical evidence will be pre-
sented here.

Figure 1 This shows maxillary cingular remnants
(marked by arrows) in several primates. (A) Maxillary
dentition of Aegyptopithecus zeuxis (photo courtesy of
Elwyn L. Simons); (B) upper left third molar of a 2.5
million years old hominid from the Omo, Ethiopia
(specimen number L 50-2); (C) upper left third molar of
a baboon in the SFBR colony with the highest degree of
interconulus expression.
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Materials

Data for this study were obtained from 479 pedi-
greed baboons (Papio hamadryas) who are part of
a much larger breeding colony at the Southwest
Foundation for Biomedical Research (SFBR) in San
Antonio, Texas. The pedigree sample studied con-
sisted mainly of olive baboons (P. hamadryas anu-
bis), yellow baboons (P. hamadryas cynocephalus),
and their hybrids,23 with a female to male sex ratio
approximating 2:1, and ranging in age from 4.6 to
30 years. While strict genetic management has
been employed to prevent unwanted inbreeding
in the pedigrees to which the animals in this study
belong, all non-founder animals in these pedigrees
were the results of matings that were random with
respect to dental, skeletal, or auxological pheno-
types. Since birth or, in the case of some of the
oldest of the founders, arrival at the SFBR colony,
all animals have been housed out of doors in social
group cages and maintained on monkey chow diets
to which they have ad libitum access. Animal care
personnel and staff veterinarians provide daily
maintenance as well as health care to all animals
in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals.24 All procedures related to
their treatment during the conduct of this study
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee in accordance with the established
guidelines.

Data collection methods

Dental data were collected from casts of 479 indi-
viduals comprising five subsets of the pedigreed
breeding colony. These subsets contain large sib-
ships and at least three generations.

Impressions of the animals’ dentitions were made
while they were anaesthetised intramuscularly with
ketamine followed by intravenous ‘‘RAAK’’ (Rom-
pun, Atropine, Acepromazine, and Ketamine) to
affect relaxation. Both the maxillary and mandibular
postcanine dentition were moulded using a rapidly
setting impression material commonly used by den-
tists (Coltene President� gel). This procedure is
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee, in accordance with the established
guidelines. Positive casts were poured with high
resolution dental plaster within 1 week of moulding.
Casts were used for the assessment of variation.

The interconulus and interconulid were scored
using a protocol similar to that developed by Turner
et al.,25 familiarly known as the Arizona State Uni-
versity human dental plaque system. In this method
direct comparisons are made between the tooth in

question and a tooth with a previously established
standard expression of the trait being investigated.
This system of established expression types has
contributed greatly to the unification of the field
of human odontology since it facilitates cross-study
comparisons. A similar system was developed using
the SFBR baboon colony as the standards (or types)
for these two traits.26 A score of zero was given
when the feature was obscured, too worn, or other-
wise not ascertainable. One is the lowest expression
and five is the strongest expression (Fig. 2). All data
were collected by one researcher (LJH) to reduce
interobserver error.

All metric data were collected from digital
images of each molar. Digital images were made
of the molar casts using a digital camera (Pixera�

Professional, Pixera Corporation, Los Gatos, CA)
and a 18—108 mm F2.5 zoom lens (D.O. Industries�,
Navitar Inc., Rochester, NY). This protocol is
described in detail elsewhere.27

Mesiodistal length was measured as the maximal
length of the molar. Interproximal wear was not
accounted for because of the large amount of varia-
tion in the mesial and distal marginal ridges. Bucco-
lingual distance was measured in two positions, first
as the maximal width of the tooth oriented through
the mesial loph and second as the maximal width of
the tooth oriented through the distal loph. Note that
the orientation of these latter measurements is not
always directly perpendicular to the mesiodistal axis

Figure 2 Variation in SFBR baboon molar cingular
remnant expression. Top row: lingual view of maxillary
right third molars; right is no expression of interconulus
and left is highest degree of expression. Bottom row:
labial/buccal view of mandibular right molars; right is a
third molar with no expression and left is a first molar
with highest degree of expression. White arrows highlight
the specific interconulus and interconulid features.
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of the tooth. Intraobserver error was between 0.8
and 2.6%.

Analytical methods

All pedigree data management and preparation
were accomplished using the routines implemented
in the computer package PEDSYS.28 For the purposes
of the analyses presented in this paper, the animals
were organised into 11 extended pedigrees. An
additional 787 baboons for whom dental data were
not collected were used to facilitate reconstruction
of these pedigrees, which ranged in size from 67 to
171 members, with a mean size of 118 animals. The
largest of the pedigrees is three generations deep
and the smallest is two generations deep. Each of
the 11 pedigrees contained between 10 and 59
animals with data for all 12 traits assessed.

Statistical genetic analyses were conducted by
means of a maximum-likelihood based variance
decomposition approach implemented in the com-
puter package SOLAR.29 This approach, that was
developed following methodology originally pro-
posed by Hopper and Mathews30 and Boehnke
et al.,31 has been described in detail elsewhere.32

In short, we use this approach to partition the
phenotypic variance (s2

P) into components corre-
sponding to the additive genetic (s2

G) and non-
genetic–—i.e. environmental–—(s2

E) effects. Because
these components are additive, such that
s2

P ¼ s2
G þ s2

E, we estimated the heritability, or pro-
portion of the phenotypic variance attributable to
additive genetic effects, as h2 ¼ s2

G=s
2
P. We esti-

mated the proportion of the phenotypic variance
attributable to non-genetic factors as e2 ¼ 1 � h2.
In addition to these terms, we simultaneously esti-
mated the mean effects of sex, age, and three
measures of molar crown size (mesiodistal length,
mesial and distal buccolingual width) on interconu-
lus expression score for each molar studied.

Bivariate analyses were accomplished using mul-
tivariate extensions to the methods described
above. These analyses were employed to determine
the extent to which normal variation in the degree
of expression of the interconulus and interconulid
were attributable to the additive effects of shared

genes and shared non-genetic factors. This is deter-
mined by estimating the additive genetic and envir-
onmental (non-additive-genetic) correlations, rG

and rE, between trait pairs. Respectively, these
two correlations estimate the effects of shared
genes (i.e. pleiotropy) and shared, unmeasured,
non-additive-genetic factors on the phenotypic var-
iance in a trait. We used maximum-likelihood esti-
mates of the two correlations to obtain estimates of
total phenotypic correlation, rP, between trait
pairs as described elsewhere.33

Significance of the maximum-likelihood esti-
mates for heritability and other parameters was
assessed by means of likelihood ratio tests.34 The
maximum-likelihood for the general model in which
all parameters were estimated was compared to
that for restricted models in which the value of the
parameter to be tested was held constant at some
value (usually zero or one). Twice the difference in
the log likelihoods of the two models compared is
distributed asymptotically approximately as either a
1/2:1/2 mixture of w2 with a point mass at zero for
tests of parameters like h2 (for which a fixed value of
zero in a restricted model is at a boundary of the
parameter space) or a w2 variate for tests of covari-
ates (for which zero is not a boundary value).30 In
both cases degrees of freedom are obtained as the
difference in the number of estimated parameters in
the two models.30 However, in tests of parameters
like h2, whose values may be fixed at a boundary
of their parameter space in the null model, the
appropriate significance level is obtained by halving
the P-value.31

Results

Means and standard deviations for the two non-
metric traits for all 12 molars are presented in
Table 1. The interconulus is present in approxi-
mately 44% of the baboon sample. The interconulid
is present in approximately 75% of the population,
depending largely on the position of the molar along
the tooth row. Frequency distributions are presented
in Table 2. While the data in these tables are from
related individuals, making tests of significance
not accounting for this fact inappropriate, these

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for the interconulus and interconulid.a

LM1 RM1 LM1 RM1 LM2 RM2 LM2 RM2 LM3 RM3 LM3 RM3

Mean 1.6 1.5 2.8 2.6 1.6 1.6 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 1.9
S.D. 0.71 0.61 0.78 0.82 0.90 0.82 0.90 0.91 1.24 1.18 1.18 1.15
N 318 304 292 299 320 310 306 303 305 293 255 264

a Note that these are based on ordinal scale data.
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summaries are presented to provide a general appre-
ciation of the population of animals from which we
obtained the data for the subsequent statistical
genetic analyses.

Total heritability is estimated as the proportion
of the total phenotypic variance due to the additive
effects of genes, whereas the residual heritability
describes these effects after the covariate variance
has been accounted for. All of the heritability esti-
mates for the interconulus were significant at
P � 0:001 and range between 0.33 and 0.73
(Table 3). All but one of the interconulid heritability
estimates were significant at P � 0:001 except for
the mandibular left third molar trait, where
P ¼ 0:018. The interconulid heritability estimates
ranged between 0.41 and 0.64. Because ordinal
scale data on interconulus and interconulid expres-
sion were analysed as if they varied on a continuous
scale, it is likely that our maximum-likelihood esti-
mates are somewhat less precise than they would be
if modelled more exactly. Improving the fit of the
maximisation routines to better accommodate ordi-
nal scale variables such as these would increase
both the precision of our estimates and the statis-
tical power of the analyses. Therefore, the herit-
ability estimates presented here and their
statistical significance are probably conservative.

As expected with dental traits, age played a
minor and inconsistent role in the variance of
degree of expression for the interconulus or inter-
conulid (Table 3), though it did play a minor role in
some teeth due to the effect of wear on assessing
trait expression. Additionally, sex was not a con-
sistently significant covariate and when included in
the model did not account for a large amount of the
total variance, indicating that the interconulus and
interconulid are not sexually dimorphic. Molar
width had a minor and inconsistent effect. Molar
length had a significant positive effect on cingular
remnant expression for second molars.

In total, covariates accounted for 0—10% of the
phenotypic variance in cingular remnant expression
in these baboons. For the maxillary interconulus,
the combined effects of the covariates was negli-

gible, accounting for 0—4% of the overall phenotypic
variance. The contribution of covariates to the
variance in expression of the mandibular trait was
also low, ranging from 0 to 10%.

The results of bivariate quantitative genetic ana-
lyses, including genetic correlations between anti-
meric pairs, molars in the same dental arch series,
and occluding maxillary and mandibular pairs, are
presented in Table 4.

The estimated genetic correlation for the degree
of expression between right and left molars of the
samearch (forbothmaxillary andmandibular arches)
was 1 for three of the pairs and not significantly
different from 1 for the other three (see Table 4).

The estimated genetic correlations between
first, second, and third molars along the tooth
row ranged from 0.72 to 1.00. All of these serial
genetic correlations were significantly different
from zero and half were found to be significantly
different from one.

The estimated genetic correlation for the degree
of expression on the maxillary and mandibular
molars ranged between 0.53 and 0.73. All six of
these estimates were significantly different from
zero (P < 0:01) and five were significantly different
from one (P < 0:01).

Discussion

Our results are consistent with three conclusions
concerning the genetic contributions to variance in
expression of these two cingular remnants in this
pedigreed population of baboons. (1) There is a
significant heritable component to variation in
expression of both traits; (2) intra-arch expression
is characterised by complete pleiotropy; and
(3) inter-arch expression is characterised by incom-
plete pleiotropy. Each of these results is discussed
below.

First, our results demonstrate that these two
cingular remnants, the interconulus and interconu-
lid, are heritable and therefore a significant propor-
tion of the variance in each trait in this population is

Table 2 Frequency distributions of interconulus and interconulid.

Trait XRM1I XRM2I XRM3I XLM1I XLM2I XLM3I DRM1I DRM2I DRM3I DLM1I DLM2I DLM3I

0 49 33 65 46 28 52 62 48 122 70 44 142
1 251 277 212 235 273 205 23 125 184 20 84 135
2 153 117 90 164 118 87 162 211 89 129 212 95
3 23 37 56 30 35 72 177 59 42 182 98 55
4 3 15 34 4 24 37 46 29 28 68 32 35
5 0 0 22 0 1 26 9 7 14 10 9 17

Total 479 479 479 479 479 479 479 479 479 479 479 479

Genetic contributions to expression of the baboon cingular remnant 667



Table 3 Quantitative genetic analytical results for baboon cingular remnants.a

RM1 RM2 RM3 LM1 LM2 LM3 RM1 RM2 RM3 LM1 LM2 LM3

Total h2 0.393 0.499 0.725 0.333 0.442 0.541 0.408 0.528 0.511 0.635 0.523 0.378
Total c2 None 0.031 0.013 0.032 0.040 None 0.003 0.095 None None 0.105 0.102
Total e2 0.607 0.470 0.263 0.635 0.518 0.459 0.59 0.377 0.489 0.365 0.372 0.52
Residual h2 0.393 � 0.146 0.515 � 0.153 0.734 � 0.144 0.344 � 0.153 0.46 � 0.139 0.541 � 0.11 0.409 � 0.126 0.583 � 0.155 0.511 � 0.135 0.635 � 0.119 0.584 � 0.166 0.421 � 0.202
b length "" " "" """ """ "
b width # # "
b age " " " """
b sex #
b age2 "
b age 	 sex # # # # #
a

Direction of arrow indicates direction of covariate effect; ": significant P < 0:10; "": significant P < 0:01; """: significant P < 0:001; total h2: proportion of total phenotypic variance due to additive effects
of genes; total c2: proportion of total phenotypic variance due to effects of significant covariates; total e2: proportion of total phenotypic variance due to random, unmeasured effects; residual h2: proportion
of residual phenotypic variance (i.e. remaining after accounting for proportion due to significant covariate effects) due to additive genetic effects � the standard error.
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attributable to the additive effects of genes. We
found that the total heritability estimates for both
traits ranged from 0.33 to 0.73. From quantitative
genetic theory and animal breeding practice, a
trait’s likely response to selection is largely a func-
tion of the heritability and the selection differen-
tial.35 All other things being equal, the greater the
proportion of the variance in a trait that is due to
the additive effects of genes, the more susceptible
that trait is to the effects of selection. Non-heri-
table variation is unlikely to be evolutionarily
important. Therefore, the results reported here
demonstrate that these two cingular remnants
are genetically determined to some degree and
consequently able to respond to selective pressure.
However, at this time we do not know what these
pressures may have been or how strongly they may
have affected the evolution of the cingulum, if
at all.

A drawback to applying modern quantitative
genetics to evolutionary questions is that we cannot
be certain that past genetic mechanisms were the
same as what we see today, a problem with all
historical sciences. However, research in develop-
mental genetics shows a close relationship in gene
function between distantly related taxa. For exam-
ple, the patterning of the vertebral column is coded
for by the same Hox gene family in both mice and
humans,36,37 and functions remarkably similar to its

fly homologue, HOM-C, that is responsible for axial
formation.38 Given that the earliest true primates
lived only 
55 million years ago, it is reasonable to
assume that many, if not all, the genes which
influence morphological variation in the dentition
of extant primate species are the same as those that
did so in extinct members of the order. Additional
support for this assumption stems from dental
developmental genetics research showing that
genes involved in mouse early dental patterning
are the same as those seen in human early dental
patterning.39 Genetic sequencing and hybridisation
studies also argue for strong genetic similarities
between extant primates, and therefore their com-
mon ancestors. For example, baboons and humans
are estimated to be 
92—95% genetically similar,40

with an evolutionary divergence approximately

23.5 million years ago.41,42 Rogers et al.43 report
substantial conservation of the order of human
microsatellite loci throughout the baboon genome:
i.e. linkage maps for seven baboon autosomes are
identical to their human counterparts, with the
remainder reflecting a few rearrangements of large
syntenic regions in humans.

The application of our knowledge of extant pri-
mategeneticmechanismstofossildata isappropriate
because of these close genetic relationships and the
apparent conservation of developmental mechan-
isms. However, because heritability estimates from

Table 4 Bivariate genetic correlations for baboon cingular remnants.

rG P (rG ¼ 0) P (rG ¼ 1) rG
2

Antimeric pairs
RM1—LM1 0.986 � 0.054 0.00002 0.8 0.97
RM2—LM2 1 <0.000001 — 1.00
RM3—LM3 1 <0.000001 — 1.00
RM1—LM1 0.982 � 0.029 <0.000001 0.5 0.96
RM2—LM2 1 <0.000001 — 1.00
RM3—LM3 0.972 � 0.031 <0.000001 0.3 0.95

Serial pairs
RM1—RM2 0.878 � 0.179 0.002 0.5 0.77
RM2—RM3 0.981 � 0.024 <0.000001 0.4 0.96
LM1—LM2 1 <0.000001 — 1.00
LM2—LM3 0.886 � 0.057 <0.000001 0.002 0.79
RM1—RM2 0.825 � 0.082 0.00005 0.003 0.68
RM2—RM3 0.932 � 0.050 <0.000001 0.05 0.87
LM1—LM2 0.899 � 0.054 <0.000001 0.009 0.81
LM2—LM3 0.927 � 0.057 <0.000001 0.13 0.86

Occluding pairs
RM1—RM1 0.710 � 0.207 0.009 0.08 0.50
RM2—RM2 0.526 � 0.142 0.005 <0.000001 0.28
RM3—RM3 0.647 � 0.117 0.0001 <0.000001 0.42
LM1—LM1 0.605 � 0.162 0.003 0.005 0.37
LM2—LM2 0.733 � 0.104 0.00001 0.00004 0.54
LM3—LM3 0.716 � 0.102 0.000002 0.00002 0.51

Genetic contributions to expression of the baboon cingular remnant 669



modern populations are not necessarily informative
of past selective pressures, as these estimates are
highly sensitive to the sample population structure
and non-genetic covariates that contribute to var-
iation (such as household effects, environment,
measurement error, etc.), it is the revelation of
shared genetic effects that are of particular interest
to evolutionary questions, for example, the results
determined from the intra- and inter-arch genetic
correlations.

We interpret genetic correlations at or near unity
for expression of the cingular remnant in antimeres
to indicate that most, if not all, the additive genetic
variance in the expression of the trait within a
dental arch is shared. This is evidence for complete
pleiotropy. That is to say that the activity of the
same gene or suite of genes influences variation in
expression of this trait on both the right and left
sides of each dental arch. This is consistent with a
long-standing assumption, hitherto untested for a
complex dental trait in primates, that the develop-
ment of dental morphological and metric variation
on either side of the dental arcade is controlled or
influenced by the same genes.3

By contrast, our bivariate analyses of inter-arch
variation in expression of the cingular remnants
suggest incomplete pleiotropy. Although a signifi-
cant proportion of the additive genetic variance in
expression of the interconulus, for example, on a
maxillary molar is attributable to the additive
effects of genes that also influence variation in
the expression of the interconulid of the corre-
sponding mandibular tooth, a substantial proportion
of the genetic variance in the expression of these
traits remains unique to each arch. That is, varia-
tion in the degree of expression of the interconulus
and interconulid appears to be coded for by over-
lapping but non-identical sets of genes.

The genetics underlying the patterning of the
dentition has been the focus of a large amount of
research (e.g.2,6,15,17,44—47). Tooth form in the max-
illary and mandibular arches is strikingly similar,
suggesting that they result from the same pattern-
ing process. However, these teeth are not identical
morphologically, and may result from a ‘‘mirror-
image’’ process.17 There are numerous animals that
have an obvious disjunction in the maxillary and
mandibular genetic mechanisms resulting in differ-
ent maxillary and mandibular tooth morphologies,
such as toothcombs in lemurs and the loss of only
the upper incisors in some ungulates.

Though our knowledge of the early development
of the dentition is continually increasing,17,21,22,48,49

we still do not know what genetic processes enable
the maxillary and mandibular arches to arrive at
such similar morphologies but still retain the ability

to evolve independently. Early in development, the
first arch of the embryo gives rise to the right and
left mandibular arches that grow distally from the
body and join at midline to form the mandibular
symphysis. The maxillary arch forms from both the
first arch and the frontonasal mass. The maxillary
incisors derive from the frontonasal tissue whereas
the maxillary canines, premolars, and molars derive
from the first arch processes. Focusing solely on the
non-incisal teeth, there are several feasible pro-
cesses that determine tooth row patterning (see
Fig. 3 adapted from17). Gene expression studies to
date have been unable to provide clear evidence as
to which, if any, of these models is potentially
correct. Therefore, other methods of investigation
are merited in order to maximise our knowledge of
these genetic mechanisms. Our results in baboons
provide the first statistical genetic evidence that
some aspects of differential dental development in
the maxilla and mandibular are attributable to the
activities of different genes.

Ultimately these findings are important to
paleontological research because they provide evi-
dence of genetic correlations between dental
traits. Dental traits have long been found to be
correlated (e.g.50—66), but it was unclear how much
of this correlation was due to shared genetic effects
and how much to shared non-genetic effects. Here

Figure 3 Sketch of an E10.5 day mouse embryo showing
the pre-patterning of the dentition as two parallel axes.
Top drawing shows the first branchial arch in perspective
to the second branchial arch and fore-, mid-, and
hindbrains. Three hypotheses of pattern signaling are
shown as follows: (A) a unidirectional axis, analogous to
the way Hox genes program the body axis; (B) two
parallel unidirectional axes, analogous to the axes of the
fore- and hindlimbs; (C) a mirror-image axis programmed
by an organising center represented by the black dot.
Rostral is to the left and caudal to the right. e: eye; M:
presumptive molar region; I: presumptive incisor region
(adapted from Weiss et al.17, Fig. 5).
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we present for the first time estimates of the
genetic correlations between two dental traits.

Quantitative genetic analyses are useful for
paleontological studies since they can identify
and quantify traits that are genetically correlated.
This type of approach also has the potential to help
us understand current dental development and the
evolution of those developmental mechanisms
through application to the fossil record.

Conclusion

We have performed quantitative genetic analyses
on expression variation of the interconulus and
interconulid in a population of modern savannah
baboons from the Southwest Foundation for Biome-
dical Research (n ¼ 479). We found that both of
these cingular remnants were significantly heritable
and not consistently or largely affected by age, sex,
or tooth size.

Bivariate analyses estimated that 100% of the
additive genetic effects contributing to variance
in these traits are shared between antimeres, i.e.
expression on opposite molars of the same dental
arch. This means that the same gene or set of genes
codes for degree of expression on the right and left
sides of the dentition.

Further bivariate analyses estimated that max-
illary and mandibular expression of these traits is
neither completely independent not completely
dependent in terms of the additive effects of genes.
Rather, interconulus and interconulid expression is
coded for by overlapping but non-identical sets of
genes.

These results demonstrate that quantitative
genetic analyses offer insight to the genetic corre-
lations between traits, providing data for weighting
traits in phylogenetic analyses. Additionally, these
analyses are informative to our understanding of
modern dental patterning and development, ulti-
mately applicable to the evolution of these genetic
mechanisms through the fossil record.
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